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Teclast P25T Blue 10.1" Tablet
The Teclast  P25T tablet  in  blue  combines  modernity,  performance,  and style.  This  10.1-inch  tablet  is  perfect  for  anyone looking  for  a
device  for  both  work  and  entertainment.  With  its  efficient  processor,  intuitive  operating  system,  and  sleek  design,  the  Teclast  P25T
becomes an indispensable companion for daily activities.
 
Design and Texture
The back of the tablet is finished with a unique wavy texture that not only adds elegance but also makes it more practical. The texture
provides better grip and reduces the risk of slipping from your hand while creating an eye-catching visual effect.
 
Intuitive and Secure Operating System
Android 12 is at the heart of the P25T, providing a more personal, secure, and intuitive user experience. With system optimization, the
Teclast P25T runs smoothly and efficiently, allowing for easy and hassle-free operation.
 
Powerful Processor for Demanding Tasks
The  quad-core  64-bit  processor  ensures  high  performance  with  low  power  consumption.  Advanced  AI  algorithms  further  optimize  the
device's performance, ensuring smooth operation of applications and games.
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High-Quality IPS Display
The 10.1-inch IPS display with a resolution of 1280 x 800 HD offers wide viewing angles (178°) and a clear, vibrant image. This makes
watching movies, browsing photos, or reading e-books a true pleasure.
 
Ample Battery Capacity
The 5000mAh battery ensures long working hours without the need for frequent charging. This is the perfect solution for people who are
often on the move and need a device they can rely on all day long.
 
 
Specifications
BrandTeclastModelP25TColorBlueScreen  Size10.1  inchesDisplayIPS,  wide-angle  (178°),  1280  x  800  HDOperating  SystemAndroid
12Battery  Capacity5000mAhRAM3GBInternal  Storage64GBBluetoothYes,  version  5.0Graphics  ProcessorThe  Rouge  GE8300Front
Camera2MPRear Camera5MP

Preço:

€ 119.00

Acessórios para computadores, Tablets
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